
This document was generated in response to a request for additional
technical information by Frank Coperich in regards to the type approval of
the QCP-2760.  The information included is related to the two specific topics
discussed in the following email received by John Forrester on September
21, 1999:

To: John Forrester, Qualcomm Inc.
From: Frank Coperich

fcoperic@fcc.gov
FCC Application Processing Branch

Re:  FCC ID J9CQCP-2760
Applicant: Qualcomm Incorporated
Correspondence Reference Number: 9722
731 Confirmation Number: EA94691
Date of Original E-Mail: 09/21/1999

1.) Brain equivalent tissue properties were used for testing body-worn SAR.  Compliance will be
determined by adjusting the existing SAR numbers to the corresponding muscle equivalent tissue
properties.  The numbers will be somewhat higher (10-15%) but compliant.  Body-mount
conditions were test with the antenna retracted.  With the antenna extended in body-worn
conditions, it may have higher coupling to the body tissue (somewhat different than next to the
side of the head where the antenna extends beyond the head).  Please confirm that retracted
antenna position for body-mount use, as indicated in the response, represent worst case SAR for
body-mount conditions after taking into account muscle parameters and antenna extended
conditions.

2.) Please indicate what power levels were the dipole validations for 900 MHz and 1800 MHz
performed at and also provide original manufacturer data for the 1800 MHz dipole validation
(SAR numbers, dielectric properties and power level) for comparison; only 900 MHz was
submitted.



1) Confirmation that retracted antenna position is worst case
SAR for body-mount conditions

The following pages contain data confirming that the antenna retracted position is the
worst case position for body-mount use of the phone.  The SAR test showed that with the
antenna extended, the SAR level dropped to 0.369 mW/g.  The phone was tested again
with the antenna retracted to verify that the SAR level reported in earlier tests was
repeatable.  These tests confirm that the “antenna retracted” position is indeed the worst
case position.



Antenna in Extended Position



Antenna in Retracted Position
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2) Power levels for dipole validations and manufacturer data for
1800 MHz dipole.

The power level used for both 900 MHz and 1800 MHz dipole validations is 10 dBm (conducted power).

The manufacturer data for the 1800 MHz dipole is in the following pages.














